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Brands  all over the world are on 
a constant journey to reinvent 
themselves and remain relevant to their 
stakeholders. The Market Theatre has 

stood the test of time because the Theatre has 
remained at cutting edge with its content and 
programmes. The more than 300 awards won 
by the Market Theatre and the success of alumni 
from the Market Theatre Laboratory and the 
Market Photo Workshop are testimony of the 
power of the Market Theatre brand.

A new brand that will soon make its impact 
in the South African theatre industry is the 
newly launched drama company, Kwasha!   This 
initiative is a bridge between drama training 
and the professional theatre sector. Developed 
as a collaboration between the Market Theatre 
Laboratory and the Windybrow Arts Centre, 
the Kwasha! Drama Company will offer 6 young 
graduates a 10 month internship. This issue of 
Buzz shines the spotlight on the Kwasha! Drama 
Company.

Another exciting initiative at the Windybrow 
Arts Centre is a media training programme aimed 

introduce young writers and journalists to digital 
marketing skills. The programme with a specific 
focus on writing about South African legends and 
legacies is conducted by JT Communications and 
headed by Arts & Culture Trust award-winnings 
communications specialist, Vanessa Perumal.

In the next week’s issue of BUZZ, we will 
introduce the part time photography course 
offered by the Market Photo Workshop. 

In this week’s edition of Buzz and to coincide 
with the 40th anniversary when the Nationalist 
government repealed the legislation separating 
mixed races in theatres, we carry an article written 
by writer, cultural critic and public servant, Sandile 
Memela.

Please also share with us your memories about 
the Market Theatre. Send your story to 
lusandak@markettheatre.co.za

Enjoy this week’s publication,

Editor’s Note
In this week’s Market Buzz, we focus on the new drama company, Kwasha!, which 

is a result of a collaboration between the Market Theatre Laboratory and the 
Windybrow Arts Centre.

- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi (Brand and Communications Manager)
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 KWASHA! A New Drama 
Company

The Market Theatre Laboratory and the Windybrow Arts Centre collaborate to 
form KWASHA!

- Lusanda Zokufa Kathilu
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The Market Theatre Foundation’s 
brand-new drama company has 
arrived: six of South Africa’s most 
exciting emerging theatre-makers 

have been identified to push forward the SA 
theatre landscape over the course of the next 
ten months.

  
The project is a collaboration 

between the Market Theatre 
Laboratory and the Windybrow 
Arts Centre. The newly-launched 
company aims to support the 
fledgling careers of Market 
Theatre Laboratory alumni while 
simultaneously offering drama 
workshop to children at the 
Windybrow Arts Centre.

The company with six talented young 
graduates will be a bridge between the 
graduates’ education and their professional 
careers. It will provide them the opportunity to 
gain professional work experience and the space 
to learn and practise business skills.

The Market Theatre Laboratory is a creative 
hub for the development of emerging theatre-
makers and cutting-edge theatre. Founded by 
Barney Simon, Vanessa Cooke and Dr John 
Kani in 1988, it is the educational arm of the 
iconic Market Theatre, and has developed 
into one of the premiere training facilities of 

its kind in Southern Africa. Not 
coincidentally, both Barney 
Simon and Vanessa Cooke were 
part of the famed drama troupe 
The Company who performed 
the opening show of the Market 
Theatre in 1976. 

The once-troubled Windybrow 
Arts Centre was given a new lease 
of life when it officially became 
a part of the Market Theatre 

Foundation on 1 April 2017. The Market Theatre 
Foundation is committed to develop the Centre 
as a leading Centre for Pan-African artistic and 
cultural expression.

The company with 
six talented young 
graduates will be 
a bridge between 
the graduates’ 
education and their 
professional careers.
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KWASHA! The New 
Company to Debut at the 
Windybrow Arts Centre

KWASHA! to debut with a performance about the history of the Windybrow
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu and Clara Vaughan
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The Windybrow: a house that has 
witnessed riches and ruin, dinner 
parties, dereliction, and rebirth. Built 
by one of Joburg’s pioneer mining 

families, it has been a home, a boarding house, 
officer’s mess, nursing school and sometimes a 
shelter for vagrants. It’s most memorable role, 
though, has been as an arts centre and theatre, 
with many of South Africa’s greats having passed 
through its doors. The 121-year old heritage 
house will be the site for the debut production 
by the Kwasha! Drama Company.

One of the first Joburg theatre 
spaces to forge strong pan-
African connections, the mansion 
in Hillbrow has survived three 
threats to demolish it, and the only 
reason it still stands is because of 
its vibrant potential as a theatre 
and arts centre. 

 
Now, a new production - Ngale 

KweNdlu: The Other Side of the 
House –will delve into the history 
of the Windybrow - its imagined 
secrets, untold stories and fading 
memories. Leading this theatrical 
experience is the new drama company, Kwasha! 
formed by the Market Theatre Foundation, 
who have been researching and imagining the 
lifespan of the house, and those whose lives have 
been touched by it. Audiences will be led on a 
journey, experiencing the house from different 
vantage points – the grand reception areas and 
the intimate nooks. 

“In this production, characters from different 
periods of time might bump into each other 

on the stairwell – Doornfontein’s high society 
Randlord wives, street vagrants, actors, nurses 
and Boer war soldiers,” explains Tamara Guhrs, 
who, with Alex Halligey, has been working 
with the company to conceptualise a theatre 
experience that brings its legacy alive.

“What really moved me,” explained actress 
Lesego Chabedi, “was speaking to former 
Windybrow Arts Centre veteran employee, 
Papa John Ratshumela, and hearing how much 

this place has meant to him, 
“There was a time when there 
were accusations of financial 
mismanagement, a forensic 
report, and so on. The theatre 
was dark and fell into disrepair. 
Now it is being revamped, and 
the house has new energy, but 
it is still sad to be removing the 
revolving stage from the theatre. 
We want to honour spaces like 
the old Dalro theatre, and help 
a new generation to understand 
what the Windybrow meant and 
can still mean.”

“It will be more than a theatre 
production,” adds Mathews Rantsoma, a 
graduate of the Market Theatre Laboratory and 
member of the new drama company. “We are 
trying to show the other side of Joburg’s history 
– the gold miners and workers who built the city, 
whose stories are buried. The ones you don’t see 
in the photographs.”

The word ‘kwasha’ 
means ‘on fire’ in 
IsiZulu and perfectly 
captures the energy 
of this dynamic, 
provocative new 
company, who are 
sure to mesmerise 
us with an exciting 
programme of 
p e r f o r m a n c e s 
throughout the year.
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The Little Prince in 
Collaboration with the 

French Institute of South 
Africa  

KWASHA! scooped first major gig to rework famous story The Little Prince 
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu and Clara Vaughan
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The recently-launched Kwasha! Drama 
Company is hardly a month old and 
it has already scooped its first major 
gig that will be supported by the 

French Institute of South Africa (IFAS) and see 
the Company make a debut on the prestgious 
main programme of the National Arts Festival in 
Grahamstown.

The Little Prince, one of the first substantial 
project of the Market Theatre Foundation’s 
young company, Kwasha! Is a 
continuation of the partnership 
which was consolidated in an 
MOU in 2016 between the 
Market Theatre Foundation and 
the French Institution of South 
Africa. 

The Little Prince, a promising 
theatre creation is an African 
adaption of a timeless and 
magical storytelling masterpiece 
of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s 
classic children’s book, The Little 
Prince.

Originally written in French, The 
Little Prince is the world’s most translated book, 
outside of religious works. Sometimes described 
as the story of a grown up meeting his inner child, 
it is a philosophical contemplation of loneliness, 
friendship, adulthood and authority. It tells the 
story of a little boy who leaves the safety of his 
own tiny planet to travel the universe, learning 
the vagaries of adult behaviour through a series 
of extraordinary encounters. 

Theatre and storytelling that considers and 
values the perspectives of young people is 

increasingly being recognized in South Africa and 
around the world as being an important artistic 
and social proposition. The Kwasha! Drama 
Company’s production of The Little Prince will be 
an exploration and celebration of the world of 
childhood, using an innovative and playful fusion 
of art forms - theatre and circus. 

Although The Little Prince is known as a 
children’s story, the concept for this production 
is not to create a piece of children’s theatre, 

but rather a magical re-telling 
of the story in an African context, 
with all its universal appeal. The 
fantastical elements of the story 
- traveling from planet to planet, 
crashing in the middle of the 
Sahara Desert, will be captured 
through elements of circus and 
music, creating a wonderful world 
for adults and children alike.

It is a classic European text, 
but part of the intention of the 
production is to investigate what 
the ideas presented in the book 
mean in South Africa, especially 
since it has been translated into 

IsiZulu and Afrikaans. 

The Kwasha! Drama Company will work closely 
with the Clara Vaughn, head of the Market 
Theatre Laboratory to bringing The Little Prince 
to  life.  Following the production’s premiere at 
the National Arts Festival  in July the production 
will return to Johannesburg for a season at the 
Ramolao Makhene Theatre.

Although The Little 
Prince is known as 
a children’s story, 
the concept for this 
production is not 
to create a piece of 
children’s theatre, 
but rather a magical 
re-telling of the 
story in an African 
context, with all its 
universal appeal.
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Meet the Talented Artists 
of the KWASHA! Drama 

Company
Who is KWASHA! ?

-  Clara Vaughan
- Photographer:  Thandazile Zwelibanzi
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BALINDILE KA NGCOBO
Balindile ka Ngcobo is a Pietermartizburg-

born actor, voice artist and theatre-maker.  She 
got her first taste of the international stage in 
a self-devised performance piece at the 2003 
Nobel Peace Prize Student Concert and hasn’t 
looked back since. 

Back in Mzansi, Balindile attended the Method 
Actor’s Training Centre before beginning her 
undergraduate studies at Rhodes University, 
where she majored in Drama and Linguistics. 
Ultimately, she went on to complete her studies 
at AFDA Cape Town. 

During her time at AFDA, Balindile starred in 
eighteen short films, numerous seminal theatre 
works directed by veterans Christopher Weare 
and Lara Bye, as well as a powerful devised 
work with celebrated director Thando Doni. Her 
final-year performances on stage and screen 
garnered her Best Actress award nominations in 
both categories. Balindile graduated cum laude 
in 2017, obtaining a BA in Live Performance.

In 2017, Balindile toured Swaziland with Theatre 
for Africa’s renowned physical theatre play Kwa 
Manzi! She performed in two productions at 
last year’s National Arts Festival, taking home 
a Standard Bank Ovation award with the triple 
Fleur-du-Cap nominated Cattle Drive.

KHANYISILE NGWABE
Khanyisile Ngwabe is a singer and actor. She 

began her artistic journey with a community 
theatre production under the direction of 
Dieketseng Mnisi. Between 2015 – 2016 she 
performed in student productions at the Market 
Theatre Laboratory under the direction of 
Jacques da Silva – Inkanyamba, Salome, Sebola 
– And The Girls in Their Sunday Dresses and 
Christiaan Bloem’s – Ssssh. 

She has since performed in professional 
theatre productions: Everyman, directed by 
Mahlatsi Mogkonyana and Billy Langa, Itsoseng, 
directed by Lesedi Job, The Letter directed by 
Monde Mayepo and the Children’s Monologues 
directed by James Ngcobo.

LESEGO APRIL CHABEDI
Lesego April Chabedi is a young actor/

performer who is a graduate of the Market 
Theatre Laboratory. 

The plays she has performed in to date include 
Next Sunday Directed by Godfrey Thobejane; 
Batsamayi directed by Robert Colman; I Ophelia 
an adaptation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, directed 
by Dorothy Ann Gould; Ketekang directed 
by James Ngcobo, Fun House directed by 
Esmeralda Bihl. South Venturing North directed 
by Jefferson Tshabalala; Goree Directed by Billy 
Langa and Titus Mekgwe. She performed in the 
show June 16 monologues directed by James 
Ngcobo. 

She worked as a stage hand for Sizwe Banzi 
is Dead directed by Dr John Kani at the Market 
Theatre and was an assistant stage manager 
for Rain Dance choreographed by Gregory 
Maqoma and Luyanda Sidiya. 

MATHEWS RANTSOMA
Mathews Rantsoma started acting in the Life 

Movement Organization theatre group and then 
later in high school and never stopped since 
then. In 2015, he  enrolled at the Market Theatre 
Laboratory, where he was part of a handful of 
school productions like Lampedusa Beach, Hani 
The Legacy and The Love of the Nightingale 
which directed by professional directors won 
awards.

He has been involved with directors across the 
spectrum including upcoming young theatre 
directors such as Mxolisi Masilela and Lucky 
Kunene. He has performed in a handful of plays 
such as Turning Tables which was part of the 
Market Theatre’s Trade Fair festival in 2017

In addition Mathews has other skills like lighting 
design, stage design, stage management and 
directing. He would like to spread his wings in 
other fields like film and television.
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MILLICENT TINTSWALO
Millicent Tintswalo, is an award-winning 

director/writer/actor/drama coach/voice-over 
artist/physical theatre performer. She is currently 
completing her M-Tech in Drama at Tshwane 
University of Technology and was employed as 
the university’s drama society coach for 2 years. 
Millicent has written six plays (She Cold, The 
Menu, Victim 77, COPE, Our dogs: Our Heroes 
and StepMother). She has directed seven plays, 
The Woman by Edward Bond (June 2013), At 
Her Feet by Nadia Davids (August 2014), She 
Cold by Millicent Tintswalo (2014, 2015 and 
2016), Shango by Hardus Koekermoer and 
Millicent Tintswalo (April 2016), Our dogs: Our 
heroes by Millicent Tintswalo (2016), Solitary 
Confinement by Di Neo and Foolzeball by 
Keitumetse Kasonkola (April 2017). 

Millicent has also worked as a voice-over 
director for the CSIR (October 2016).  She 
has shown some of her work at the Olive 
Tree Theatre in October (2014), Protest Arts 
International Festival in Zimbabwe December 
(2014), Kuwamba’s women theatre festival 
(2015), HELLO festival August (2015, 2016 and 
2017), Vavasati International Women’s Festival 

at the State Theatre in August (2015), Ishashalazi 
festival (2016), Zwakala festival at the Market 
theatre (2016), the National Arts Festival in 
Grahamstown (July 2016 and 2017) and the 
PANSA Gauteng Festival of Reading of New 
Writing (April 2017). 

SINENHLANHLA MGEYI 
Sinenhlanhla Mgeyi is a theatre maker, 

dancer, choreographer and actor who recently 
graduated from the  Market Theatre Laboratory. 
His love for the stage began when he was still in 
Zase Laduma Art Centre in Mpumalanga under 
the supervision of Howard ‘Brother’ Dladla, a 
legendary theatre-maker. 

Sinenhlanhla has since then practised his craft 
in several theatre and dance productions. He is 
a very committed and knowledgeable director 
and choreographer with a passion for physical 
theatre and ensemble storytelling. He says, 
“coming to the Market Theatre Laboratory has 
been an eye opener, exposing me to different 
ways of engaging with the arts and creating my 
own work.”
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Living Legends & Young 
Writers Gather at 

Windybrow
The Windybrow Arts Centre hosts a training programme in conjunction with JT Comms 

and the Department of Arts and Culture
-  Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu & Ismail Mahomed

- Photo Credit: JT Comms
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In a country grappling with profound 
socio-economic challenges, writing about 
living legends in the arts and culture sector 
is often placed at the periphery of public 

discourse. A training programme designed by 
JT Comms and supported by the Department 
of Arts & Culture will empower young media 
practitioners to promote South Africa’s living 
legends and publicise the crucial role that they 
can play towards building a cohesive South 
African society.

The carefully structured programme will guide 
participants in the art of compiling, documenting 
and editing stories through the use of various 
multimedia platforms and hone their skills in how 
they can report about the impact of legacies in 
the creative sector. The programme will also 
create platforms for the students to directly 
engage with some of the Department of Arts & 
Culture’s Living Legends.

During the first week of digital media training 
programme at the Windybrow Arts Centre a 
carefully chosen group of seasoned media and 
arts and culture practitioners including Brenda 
Sisane, Diane Coetzer, Sam Mathe, Helen 
Herimbi, Milisuthando Bongela, Kgomotso 
Moeketsi, Audrey Brown and Market Theatre 
Foundation CEO, Ismail Mahomed headed 
master classes to share expertise on various ways 
of archiving and curating content.

“With the advent of technology influencing 
how we share and tell our African stories 
accurately a programme like this has never been 
more crucial”, says Vanessa Perumal, the driving 
force behind JT Communications 

Participants in the programme have met with 
legends such as singer Hilda Tloubatla of the 
Mahotella Queens fame, photographer Sam 
Nzima photographer who took what became 
the well-known image of Hector Pieterson 
carried by Mbuyisa Makhubu during the Soweto 

student uprising in 1976, painter Helen Sebidi 
who is one of South Africa’s most collectable 
artists, master sculptor Simon Masilo, jazz 
trumpeter Stompie Manana, poet and author 
Don Materra, photographer Peter Magubane, 
playwright Welcome Msomi and performers 
Dorothy Masuku and Abigail Khubeka.

“The opportunity to profile the Department 
of Arts & Culture’s  Living legends and create 
legacy content about them bridges the gap 
of who tells our stories and how they tell it”, 
adds Vanessa Perumal. “The JT Comms African 
Media Resource Centre aims to bring together 
media practitioners, community journalists, 
vloggers, bloggers, photographers, researchers, 
writers and multimedia content producers in 
a dynamic training workshop that focuses on 
how technology can enable the distribution of 
content in real time on multi-media platforms.”

The training programme at the Windybrow 
Arts Centre saw 20 delegates lapping up 
information on how to package and archive 
content about South Africa’s Living Legends.

“The most exciting part of the project is to 
see the delegates discover and engage in 
conversation on great chapters of South African 
arts and culture history through the reminiscences 
of Dorothy Masuku, Don Mattera, Stompie 
Manana, Peter Magubane, Welcome Msomi 
and other living legends”, she adds. 

The project was also filmed in real time at 
different locations such Constitution Hill, the 
Windybrow Arts Centre, the Roving Bantu 
Kitchen in Brixton and at the JT Comms Media 
Resource Centre of African Excellence.

“This programme started a conversation of 
how we can collectively revolutionise how we 
package content and use technology as a tool 
when telling our stories as Africans”, said Vanesa 
Perumal, the managing director of JT Comms.
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Market Theatre: 
A fore-runner in 

non-racialism
Market Theatre leads the way in non-racialism

-  Ismail Mahomed
- Photo: Mr Bongani Mgijima, Prof Marsha Macdowell, Mr Ismail Mahomed and Prof Kurt Dewhurst.

- Photographer: Anton Jordaan
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“For 25 years the productions at the Zwakala 
Theatre Festival has engaged audiences at 
the Market Theatre in conversations that has 
sometimes been painful and uncomfortable 
but the Zwakala Festival has played a vital role 
in raising the consciousness of audiences about 
people’s lived experiences in South Africa. 
Festivals that can stir up conversations about 
society are festivals that remain relevant”, 
says Market Theatre Foundation CEO, Ismail 
Mahomed.

 
Mahomed was speaking at a conference last 

week at the University of Stellenbosch when he 
shared a panel with Professor Kurt Dewhurst, 
Director of Arts and Cultural Initiatives at 
Michigan State University (MSU) in the United 
States, and Professor Marsha Macdowell, 
Curator of the MSU Museum, and Professor in 
the Department of Art, Art History and Design 
at MSU. The event was organised jointly by 
the Stellenbosch University Museum, the 
Stellenbosch University Woordfees (Wordfest) 
and the Michigan State University Alliance for 
African Partnership.

 
Stellenbosch University Museum and the 

Michigan State University Museum are working 
on collaborative projects between South African 
and United States institutions as part of the 
MSU-initiated Alliance for African Partnership. 
Stellenbosch University is a member of the 
Alliance for African Partnership.  In September 
2017, Mr Bongani Mgijima, Director of the 
Stellenbosch University Museum, was part of a 

delegation that visited Michigan State University 
as part of the Michigan State University Museum 
and the Stellenbosch University Museum’s 
“Ubuntu: Museum and Communities Connect” 
Project, funded by the MSU Alliance for African 
Partnership.

 
Tracking the 80-year history of festivals in 

South Africa, Mahomed discussed how the 
opening of the Market Theatre in 1976, two 
days before the historic Soweto Uprising, was 
a forerunner in shaping how theatre in South 
African deracialized itself from the clutches of 
the National Party.

 
Speaking about the Smithsonian Folklife 

Festival in Washington DC and the Great 
Lakes Folk Festival in East Lansing, Professor 
Dewhurst said, “festivals are living exhibitions 
that provide people with the opportunity 
to interact. It provides a space for the cross-
pollination of people.

 
Professor Macdowell said the Great Lakes Folk 

Festival helps to build inclusive communities 
and to improve the relationship between MSU 
and the city of East Lansing. “It also offers an 
opportunity for intergenerational dialogue’, she 
said.

 
Mahomed said that he and Bongani Mgijima 

will continue to engage his other about how 
the Market Theatre Foundation and the 
Stellenbosch University Museum can partner 
on other projects.
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Transforming the City with 
a Photo Exhibition at Park 

Station
The Market Photo Workshop hosts exhibition at Park Station

- Lemogang Matlhong
- Photographer: Siphosihle Mkhwanazi 

The U-Collaboration is a unique partnership 
between the Market Photo Workshop and the 
U-Care Medical Centre to promote emerging 
photographers and to give them the opportunity 
to exhibit their photographs to a larger public at 
Johannesburg’s Park Station.

The photographs represent a selection of 
images produced by alumni of the Market 
Photo Workshop during their class-related 
projects between the years 2012 to 2016. The 
group exhibition explores the public space in 
the City of Johannesburg through the lenses of 
migration, commuting and health. The dynamics 
showcase the transformation of a diverse city as 

it heads towards becoming a socially integrated 
African city.

“Park Station is the ideal space to make 
local emerging photographic work known to a 
wider public that does not usually have access 
to contemporary photography that is normally 
presented in traditional gallery spaces”, said 
Lekhetho Makola, head of the Market Photo 
Workshop.

The U-Collaboration – Exploring a Transforming 
City exhibition will be at the U-Care Medical 
Centre at Park Station until 31 December 2018.
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Directors in Conversation  
This week’s Directors in Converstation series deals with the idea of death and 

loss in theatre. 
- Yusrah Bardien

Theatre enthusiasts are invited to an exclusive 
session with five directors heading productions 
at the Market Theatre. Each of their plays deal 
with life, death and loss in its own unique way: A 
one-hander, a 2-hander, a site-specific work and 
verbatim theatre. 

The Directors in Conversation programme will 
unveil how each of these directors deal with this 
subject matter from their own different starting 
points.

“The Directors in Conversation series is a 
platform for anyone to learn more about the craft 
of directing and what the director was thinking; 
or for experienced artists to engage with fellow 
professionals on their process”, Yusrah Bardien, 
the Market Theatre’s Audience Engagement 
Strategist. “It is an informal space designed to 
encourage conversation from the floor and to 
allow fruitful engagement”, she adds.

The line up of speakers in the inaugural 
Directors in Conversation series will feature:

-Mark Graham Wilson – director of Joan 
Didion’s The Year of Magical Thinking

-Lesedi Job – director of Zinnie Harris’ Meet 
Me at Dawn

-Tamara Guhrs and Alex Halligey – directors of 
the Kwasha! Drama Company’s  Ngale kweNdlu 
(The Other side of the house)

-Nondumiso Lwazi Msimanga - director  of the 
Market Theatre Laboratory second year student 
production, Platitudes.

The Directors in Conversation : Directing Loss, 
Life and Death programme will take place on 
Tuesday 13 March at the Gramadoelas  at the 
Market Theatre from 6pm – 8pm.

The Directors in Conversation series is part of 
the Market Theatre Foundation’s weekly public 
engagement programme.

To RSVP Online go to: https://forms.
office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.

aspx?id=OKO6YsRzN0Cbyw or email Yusrah 
Yusrahb@markettheatre.co.za / 060 486 0518
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Who’s Who in the Directors 
in Coversation Programme  

Some background informatino and history about the directors taking part in this 
week’s conversation programme 

- Yusrah Bardien

Mark Graham Wilson: Mark Graham has for 
the last thirty years been a leading light on the 
South African Stage, Screen and Television. He 
has excelled as a Performer, Director and Writer, 
having won plaudits as well as several awards 
for his work at home and abroad. He is also an 
experienced Art Director and Executive Producer, 

and has taught and managed Professional 
Scriptwriters for many years. Recently he has 
directed Hello and Goodbye (nominated for 
Naledi Award) and Blood Knot for stage, and 
has directed TV soapies, Generations, Isidingo 
and 7de Laan.
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Lesedi Job: Lesedi obtained her BA Hons 
degree in dramatic arts from Wits University and 
has also trained as a singer. She works as a singer, 
actress, voice over artist, director and MC using her 
talents both on stage and on TV.

In 2012 Lesedi was the face and voice of ‘Lindi’ 
for the ABSA personal loans ad campaign. Lesedi 
has done voice overs for TV, Radio and Corporate 
AV and just some of her work includes voiceovers 
for Hollard, Black Opal cosmetics, Eskom, 
Johnson&Johnson, Sasol, and KFC.

A seasoned theatre performer, Lesedi has 
starred in the productions of Colored Museum 
(2014), Ketekang (2014), Raisin in the Sun (2014) 
and Fisher’s of Hope (2015) amongst others.

In 2016, Lesedi turned her talents to directing. 
Directing the poignant, When Swallows Cry (2016) 
and township-journey of Itsoseng (2017.) she is 
the winner of the Sophie Mgcina Emerging Voice 
Award. 

Tamara Guhrs: She grew up alongside elephants 
and tall trees in a remote wilderness area in Zambia. 
She completed her MA at Rhodes University, after 
which she found her way to a mosaic-like career in 
theatre and education. She has worked as a set and 
costume designer, a director, educator, lecturer, 
writer, waitress and fundraiser. 

She has 15 years of experience creating devised 
theatre using participatory methods, with work 
ranging from forestry and conservation in Zambia, 
to inner city schools in Johannesburg. She works 
with ASSITEJ South Africa, training creative arts 
teachers in primary schools. Recent works include 
Space Rocks and The Three Witches starring 
Mwenya Kabwe, Khutjo Green and Tshego 
Khutsoane.

Alex Halligey is currently completing her PhD 
in Drama through the University of Cape Town’s 
Drama Department and the African Centre for 
Cities. She is researching through her own theatre 
and performance practice the ways in which drama 
and theatre as public art in Johannesburg might 
help to explore the relationship between people 
and the built environment. She teaches part-time 

at the Market Theatre Laboratory and the Wits 
Theatre and Performance Division and writes for 
the daily radio soap opera, Radio Vuka. 

Outside of her research, she works with 
environmental activism theatre company, Well 
Worn Theatre, and continues to make her own 
performance work. Alex Halligey  is a South African 
actress. She graduated from UCT’s Theatre and 
Performance programme in 2004.

In 2007 she won the Micheál Mac Liammóir 
Best Female Outstanding Performance Award at 
the Dublin Gay Theatre Festival for her portrayal of 
Georgina in The Boy Who Fell from the Roof and 
she was nominated for a Best Supporting Actress 
Fleur du Cap Award for the performance. She was 
also nominated for the Fleur du Cap Rosalie van der 
Gucht Best New Director for More South African 
Deep Freezing, 2009. Alex recently created the 
Bertams Stories Project as part of her PhD (http://
bertramsstoriespro.wixsite.com/2094/home)

Nondumiso Lwazi Msimanga is co-founder of 
Clockwork HeART (a theatre company). Msimanga’s 
undergraduate studies were at Rhodes University 
where she graduated with distinction in Drama. 
She furthered her interest in academics at Wits 
University where she completed her Honours and 
Masters. She has performed a number of times at 
the National Arts Festival and showcased work at 
other festivals as a theatre-maker as well as the last 
FNB Dance Umbrella; for which she also wrote in 
The Citizen.

She is a researcher, writer, director, choreographer, 
performer and theatre-maker as well as a passionate 
teacher. She has taught at Wits University and The 
National School of the Arts where she encourages 
critical thinking in physical performance as well as the 
written reflection in theatre-making processes. She 
continues to stretch in her verve for theatrical praxis 
and has spoken at Drama for Life Conference and 
NAPTOSA conference as well as joining industrious 
teachers at the Inspired Teachers’ Conference. She 
is also a features writer for Classicfeel Magazine and 
an avid essayist. She has recently been appointed 
as the Artistic Director of the Olive Tree Theatre.
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Upcoming Talks for 
March 2018  

Scheduled talks coming up in the month of March 
- Yusrah Bardien

Tuesday 20 March 
Anti-Racism Week / Human Rights Day

 - “ProBlack is not AntiWhite” 
 
Tuesday 27 March 
World Theatre Day

 - Special performance of Hani with QnA after.
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At the Exclusive Books 
Pan-African Reading Room … 
The Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room, based at the Windybrow Arts 
Centre, offers an interesting collection of literature written by authors from the 

African diaspora. The Exclusive Books Reading Room is open to the public every 
weekday from 10:00 to 16:00.

Each week in BUZZ, we feature an exciting collection of books from the 
Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room at the Windybrow Arts Centre to 

continue to enrich your cultural experiences at the Market Theatre Foundation. 

6 March is Ghana’s Independence Day. The country was led to independence 
by Kwame Nkrumah in 1957. Ghana was the first African country to gain 

independence from European colonialism. In celebration of the Black Stars: 
. 

- Yusrah Bardien
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Search Sweet Country
B. Kojo Laing

Set in 1970s in Accra, this inventive and intricate first novel 
provides insight into Ghananaian society caught in transition 
between tradition and modernity. Examining the beliefs, ideals 
and aspirations of such characters as a politician, a professor, 
a farmer and a bishop, Kojo Laing has created an affectionate 
homage to the bustling city.

The Beautyful Ones are Not Yet Born
Ayi Kwei Armah

A classic of postcolonial writing, this is the story of a nameless 
man who struggles to reconcile himself with the reality of post-
independence Ghana. An upright man, he resists the temptations 
of easy bribes and easy satisfactions, winning for his honesty 
nothing but scorn.

Tail of the Blue Bird
Nii Ayikwei Parkes

In a remote village in the Ghanaian hinterland, sinister remains 
are found. When a local man disappears, a young forensic 
pathologist is summoned from the city. Hi belief in science clashes 
with the beliefs of the villagers. Tail of the Blue Bird is a poetic 
fable, at once unsettling and warmly funny, that exemplifies 
the futulity of trying to categorise Africa, reminding us that the 
boundaries of truth have never been clear cut.
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The Art of pARTnership
Each week in BUZZ, the Market Theatre Foundation celebrates the incredible 

pARTnerships that contribute to the growth of this institution and those whose 
brand affiliation contributes to making the Market Theatre Foundation a formidable 
leader in the art of pARTnership brokering. This week in the Art of Partnerships BUZZ 

celebrates its partnership with the JT Communications Solutions. 
 

  - Zama Sweetness Buthelezi and Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

JT Communication Solutions is Africa’s 
leading creative industry and SMME media and 
publicity specialist, delivering turnkey solutions 
to effectively reach target markets by integrating 
print, online, social media platforms, broadcast 
and digital media.

Known as “JT Comms”, they are a 21st-
century media agency proudly rooted in Africa, 
with a global reach and an on-the-pulse, 100% 
black-owned media, events, publicity and 
communications hub. Founded in 2004 and 
boasting an impressive track record and prolific 
client base that spans the public, private, NGO 
and academic sectors, they are experienced 
storytellers in the global village - through close 
client liaison and innovative use of targeted 
messaging. 

Through facilitating Africa-wide consultation 
and ‘FIXER’ services in crisis situations, 
JT COMMS is trusted with Reputation 
Management and as the preferred mouthpiece 
of the Department of Arts and Culture – Living 
Legend Programme.

The Living Legends Legacy Programme 
(LLLP) initiative is meant to engage the living 
legends actively in programmes that promote 
arts and culture development as well as 
providing opportunities for them to interact 
and share their knowledge and experience with 
the younger generation of artists.
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MARKET BUZZ now has ad space.
Contact Ryan Lloyd for more information
ryanl@markettheatre.co.za
081 480 4178/011 832 1641
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Archiving the Market 
Theatre

In the weekly series Archiving the Market Theatre Buzz invites our artists, patrons 
and supporters to tell us what the Market Theatre means to them. This week, 
Archiving the Market Theatre calls on culture critic, writer and public servant, 
Sandile Memela to write an article to coincide with the 40th anniversary when 
the Nationalist government, pressurised by the Cultural Boycott, repealed the 

legislation that separated races in theatres. 

Share your memories about the Market Theatre and have your story 
memorialised in our archive. Send your story not exceeding more than 400 

words to lusandaz@markettheatre.co.za 
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Black(ness) melting into the boiling stew of 
non-racialism

 
The Market Theatre challenged and changed 

me.
 
It forced and conditioned me to stop looking 

at white people as the enemy.
 
This was done in a subtle and nuanced way 

that, at the time, I did not understand.
 
I was thrust into the world of white privilege in 

1977 -  a year after as young students declared 
white people and the system that protected 
their interest the enemy.

 
The enemy was what we called “The System,” 

everything including a way of life 
and culture that was designed 
to make white white people 
comfortable.

 
We believed this was always at 

the expense of black people who 
were non-citizen with neither the 
right to vote nor could attend 
cultural spaces without approval.

 
Everything had to happen on 

white terms and conditons.
 
When I came to the Market 

Theater I was bristling with 
resentment and anger at what 
white people represented.

 
It was contained, ready to explode.
 
But here at this cultural precinct I was 

expected, it was demanded that I stop hating 
and being angry at white people.

 
Nobody told me in 1976 that there was a 

populist political concept of non-racialism.
 
It was not part of the vocabulary of the 

philosophy of Black Consciousness.
 
All we knew was that the land and its wealth 

was stolen by whites through the barrel of the 
gun.

 
As a 15 year old I battled with grasping this 

obvious contradiction.
 

It would set me on a long journey to make 
sense of a very complex South African question.

 
Can whites and blacks co-exist harmonious 

in an inherently unjust economic system where 
the white minority own everything and blacks 
nothing except for a handful of coopted blacks?

 
Coming from a township cultural group, 

Creative Youth Association found and led by 
radical BC exponent, Matsemela Manaka, 
we were conscientized to hate and oppose 
everything that represented white injustice and 
inequality.

 
This attitude was deep and bordering on the 

natural. It was given: white was bad!
 

Sometimes at our young age 
we could not explain the general 
meaning of this anti-white 
sentiment or its specifics.

 
But it was torn from the pages 

of our life. It was our reality, 
something that we lived and 
experienced on a daily basis.

 
So when I was plunged into 

what was called the non-racial 
world of the Market Cultural 
Precinct with its mixed venues I 
was forced to beat a retreat.

 
It was time to take stock.
 
I found myself delving into 

a deep introspection that questioned the 
foundation of my consciousness, commitment 
and conviction.

 
So, at the foyer of The Market with fellow  

whites speaking English and sipping wine and 
making small anti-apartheid talk, I had to be 
polite and pleasant and smile and smile.

 
That was not my style. It was not how I was 

brought up to have a good command of English 
so that whites would approve and validate my 
being.

 
They would give lousy compliments that I 

spoke good English and expressed myself well 
- unlike the Others.

 

"So, at the foyer 
of The Market 
with fellow  whites 
speaking English 
and sipping wine 
and making small 
anti-apartheid talk, I 
had to be polite and 
pleasant and smile 
and smile.”

- Sandile Memela
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I was being re-engineered, recreated in a 
white image.

 
I was being taught to smile a lot, speak softly, 

not to be too loud.
 
I had to leave the townships behind.
 
In the foyer, meeting white liberals and 

intelligence spies, I learned to be polite, to say 
thank you for a can of Coke and not to act ugly.

 
Where was the land in all this?
 
Who owned it and the factories and economy?
 
I had to be grateful that the Oppenheimer 

family was supporting the arts, funding the 
Market to keep it going.

 
When we were informed we would be going 

to the Market, not in so many words, we were 
to be cleanest in our Sunday best.

 
We had to be nice and kind.
 
We were coming from overcrowded homes 

plagued by poverty, hunger and unemployment.
 
People like me and all of us came from 

homes where there was alcohol abuse, petty 
arguments, abuse,  fights and self-degradation 
bred by apartheid injustice and inequality.

 
But here at The Market we were plunged into 

a mythical world of non-racialism.
 
White people would need to approve of us, 

how we behaved and expressed ourselves.
 
This was their space and culture and program.
 
I mean, my world of radical black consciousness 

was disintegrating before the heat of white 
superiority and arrogance.

 
It was obvious that white people, again, were 

in charge of this cultural precinct, an isolated 
oasis in the heart of white injustice.

 
They conceptualized, founded and launched 

the cultural to pursue their own agenda and 
protect their interest.

 
The arts were an instrument of self healing, 

they dressed up and soothed the apartheid 

wound.
 
So I was clean and nice and smart as I was 

cajoled into this world.
 
I watched my blackness melt into the cauldron 

of non-racialism.
 
I had to make a one way effort to make this 

work for everyone, especially whites.
 
The sheer idiocy of it made me sick.
 
It was a world of make believe this non-

racialism where whites retained everything they 
had and blacks had to fit in.

 
Indeed, it caused me and others stress and 

confusion.
 
But we had to put on our rose coloured 

glasses to see the beauty of it all.
 
The lead actors in The Island were two iconic 

legends - John Kani and Winston Ntshona -  
who were capturing international headlines.

 
They were rewarded with prizes and awards 

for entertaining whites about the ugly narrative 
of what happened in Robben Island.

 
But this is NOT a story to undermine the role 

of The Market as the cultural nerve centre in the 
country.

 
This is a story about how young radical 

Black Consciousness artists and activists had 
to discard their obsession with colour based 
politics to fit into non-racialism.

 
It is about our annoyance at not being taught 

to be true to ourselves, to remain committed to 
our ownTruth and history.

 
It is about a two faced attitude that The 

Market Forces black artists and cultural activists 
to wear to fit into its cultural mix that make non-
racialism a prerequisite.

 
This is about scratching the blackened 

windows of my past to make a direct connection 
with who I am and where I come from

 
It is said that if you don’t know where you 

come from you cannot know where you going.
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.This is about scratching the blackened 
windows of my past to make a direct connection 
with who I am and where I come from

 
It is said that if you don’t know where you 

come from you cannot know where you going.
 
This scratching has got me worried. This itch 

from long ago is something that I had long 
buried.

 
But when I buried it in the pursuit of non-

racialism, I did not realize I was burying a seed.
 
It is a long way since 1977 - the year Steve 

Biko was brutally murdered - but the spirit of 
Black Consciousness lives.

 As he said, it is better to die for an idea that 
will live.

 
What I am not sure about is whether 41 years 

after I stepped into the world of non-racialism 
at The Market, there has been any movement.

 
Even the idea of raising such pertinent 

questions makes me feel insecure and paranoid.
 
Yet a man must, above all, remain true to 

himself.
 

- Sandile Memela
(Writer, cultural critic and public servant)
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Market Theatre Tours
Weekly tours of the Market Theatre are designed to give visitors historical 

information about the iconic 42-year-old theatre complex. Tours are arranged 
to meet the needs of the visiting groups. Tours can be booked by calling Busi 

Letwaba at 011 832 1641 or by writing to busil@markettheatre.co.za 
- Busi Letwaba

On Wednesday 14th March, grade 
12 students from  Mehlwana 
Secondary, a public school from 
Phola Location in Mpumalanga will 

go backstage and learn about the rich history 
of the Market Theatre in the popular weekly, 
Tour of the Market Theatre. The learners will 
also learn about the courses on offer at the 

Market Photo Workshop and the Market 
Theatre Laboratory and get a chance to view 
the exhibitions, studios and theatre spaces at 
Market Square. 

“We hope that the tour inspires the young 
learners about some of the careers available in 
the arts sector”, say tour guide Busi Letwaba.
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MARKET BUZZ now has ad space.
Contact Ryan Lloyd for more information
ryanl@markettheatre.co.za
081 480 4178/011 832 1641
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When Hard Work Pays Off - 
Ask Lusanda Zokufa, 

Publicist at MTF
Market Theatre Foundation publicist, Lusanda Zokufa, wins 

Employee of the Month
- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi

- Photograph by: Lekgetho Makola
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The award-winning publicist, 
Lusanda Zokufa, is the Market 
Theatre Foundation’s Employee of 
the Month. She has 

been with the Market Theatre for 
the past sixteen years and holds 
valuable institutional memory 
as well as passion for her role as 
the Market Theatre Foundation’s 
Senior Publicist.  She worked 
her way up the ladder at the 
institution by starting out as an 
usher before moving to audience 
development and becoming 
personal assistant to then Market 
Theatre managing trustee, Dr 
John Kani.

Trusted by management and 
her colleagues, Lusanda is an 
asset to the Market Theatre  
Foundation consistently 
providing high quality of work. 
she is admired by her peers and 
respected by journalists for her  
work ethic. 

“Not only does she meet 
and execute her targets with 
excellence but she does that with 
a positive attitude and genuine 
passion”,  says Zama Sweetness 
Buthelezi, the Market Theatre 
Foundation’s Brand and Communications 
Manager. 

 

“Lusanda works under tremendous  pressure  
each week to research and contribute articles 
for Market Buzz along with her job of writing 

press releases and ensuring that 
all Market theatre productions 
and Foundation stories get into 
all types of media platforms. 
Asan award-winning publicist, 
she is undoubtedly one of the 
best theatre publicist in South 
Africa”,  added Zama Sweetness 
Buthelezi. 

“In 2003 I was afforded the 
opportunity to go to Sweden as a 
Marketing Intern where I learned 
news ways of marketing and 
communications in the arts. That 
experience crystalized my love for 
Publicity which was recognized 
with winning the Nedbank Arts 
& Culture Trust Publicist Award 
in 2006. Since that award I have 
had the pleasure of working with 
incredible authors, directors, 
actors and many more creatives 
in the last 15 years. I have forged 
great relations with media and 
enjoyed meeting their emphatic 
demands. In 2012 she graduated 
at the Institute of Marketing 
Management (IMM). My zealous 
passion for communication and 

events management has been a huge driving 
force in my successful and growing career”,  
said Lusanda  Zokufa. 

"Lusanda works 
under tremendous  
pressure  each week 
to research and 
contribute articles 
for Market Buzz 
along with her job of 
writing press releases 
and ensuring that 
all Market theatre 
productions and 
Foundation stories 
get into all types of 
media platforms. 
Asan award-winning 
publicist, she is 
undoubtedly one 
of the best theatre 
publicist in South 
Africa.”

- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi
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Market Theatre Personality
IT takes a permanenet front seat at The Market Square

- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

After years of outsourcing the 
Market Theatre Foundation’s 
IT operations, ISAAC “ PEPSI” 
RANTSIENG has been broad on-

board as the Senior Administrator in the Market 
Theatre Foundation’s IT Department. 

‘Pepsi’ Rantsieng’s programming knowledge 
and technical prowess is the perfect set of 

skills that are required to support the demands 
of students in the Vanessa Cooke Resource 
Centre, the digital needs of the students at the 
Market Photo Workshop and the everyday 
IT requirements across the Market Theatre 
Foundation’s different business units.
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Up Close And Personal with 
Isaac “Pepsi” Rantsieng

This week’s Up Close and Personal focuses on Market Theatre Foundation 
Senior IT Administrator, Isaac “Pepsi” Rantsieng

Q: Tell us about yourself?

A:  I am from Katlehong. I completed my 
high school in 2008 in the Free State with 
colours in athletics. I represented Free State at 
the USSASA School championship, I used to 
be DJ that is where I got my nickname Pepsi. 

Q: What drives you to wake up in the 
morning and come to work? 

A:  My family because I would want them 
to have a better future than I have. I love my 
profession. It keeps me on my toes all the time 
and I learn something new every day. I enjoy  
helping people.

Q:   What does your job entail? 

A:  As a network Administrator, my job 
entails administering, maintaining and 
managing servers, WAN, LAN, firewalls, DNS, 
DC, printers and IT related tasks.

Q:  Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

A:  I see myself working in an environment 
where I will be utilizing my skills and 
learning new skills in IT industry, managing a 
department and pursuing my business interest 
as an IT entrepreneur.

Q: Given a chance to change one thing in 
the Arts and Culture industry, what would it 
be?

A:  I am new to the Market Theatre 
Foundation. I am hoping to learn more about 
the industry before I can make any comment.

Q:  What do you do when you’re not at 
work?

A:  I love travelling and doing voluntary 
work for church and charity.
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Meet Me at Dawn 
Personalities

We speak to Pamela Nomvete and Natasha Sutherland, from Meet Me at Dawn, 
which is set to premiere at the Market Theatre later this month

- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
- Photos by: Bekie Ntini
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Pamela has worked in the 
entertainment industry for over thirty 
years as an actress, director, educator 
and producer. After graduating from 

the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama 
in  July 1985, she embarked on a successful 
nine year acting career in the UK after which 
she started working in South Africa in 1994. 
While in South Africa she continued to develop 
a successful career and became a household 
name because of her role in the popular South 
African soap opera, Generations. Pamela 
returned to the UK in 2007 and continued to 
work in the industry as well as write her first 
book, an autobiography, Dancing to the Beat of 
the Drum that was launched in South Africa in 
October 2014 having been published by Kwela 
Books. She spent a year on the longest running 
soap opera on English television, Coronation 
Street before returning to South Africa in 2014. 
In June 2014 she wrote, directed and produced 

Ngiyadansa at the Joburg Theatre. She is the 
founder for the Rise Up and Walk International 
Youth Arts Festival in August 2015 in partnership 
with Joburg Theatre Youth Development 
Department.

Her most recent award was for best actress 
at the NAFCA (African Oscars) held in LA 
in September 2015, for her role in the film 
Kingmakers. At the end of 2016 she returned 
to South African stage and screens with her role 
as Leah Tutu in Roland Joffe’s film The Forgiven 
that premiered at the British Film Institute in 
October 2017. She also appeared in the Mzanzi 
Magic hit show Lockdown S2 playing the part 
of Deborah Banda . She recently directed the 
play Another One’s Bread by Mike Van Graan, 
which was performed at the Market theatre in 
January of this year. She is currently filming the 
BBC series The Widow  to be aired later this 
year.

Pamela Nomvete as Robyn

Born in KZN, Natasha Sutherland has 
been in the South African creative 
industry for almost thirty years.  
Crossing between theatre and 

screen mediums she has portrayed a number 
of colourful characters including a pirate queen, 
a snooping journalist, a controlling mother, 
Cinderella, a clueless mistress as well as the 
suspicious wife  in the same play although 
(thankfully)  spaced  decades apart.

In addition to acting Natasha has had books 
published, written for a magazine column, 
directed music videos for various South African 
artists, produced live show DVD’s for EMI , and 
currently writes a blog, mermaidstales site, 
which is dedicated to collecting women’s stories, 
a  platform around which she is designing 
storytelling workshops for women.

She started her acting career with NAPAC’s 
Musical Trilogy, followed by two years at the Loft 
Repertory Theatre company.  Subsequently she 

has worked for PACT, Pieter Torien Productions, 
Kickstart Productions, and was invited to join the 
Market Theatre’s 2017 Children’s Monologues. 

Natasha is very proud and humbled to be part 
of the Market Theatre’s production, Meet Me 
at Dawn. Her television credits include amongst 
others, M Net’s Egoli, The Wild and currently 
etv’s Scandal. In spite of a large body of work, 
Natasha is prepared to admit that even if , (in 
the highly unlikely event),  she’d be nominated 
for something like the Nobel Peace Prize, she 
will probably be remembered most for her role 
as the presenter  who spoke to a donkey for 
a living  in SABC’s iconic children’s program 
Kideo. She and Mr Chinwag will be irrevocably 
tied together forever…  and she’s cool with that. 

Natasha is also grateful to her teenage 
sons, Sebastian and Benjamin, for being so 
accommodating of her crazy single mom 
juggling act, as well as always encouraging her 
creative spirit, and love for chocolate.

Natasha Sutherland as Helen
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National Theatre Live at the 
Ramolao Makhene Theatre

Programming details for the popular National Theatre Live Film series.
- Clara Vaughan

T he Market Theatre Laboratory’s 
screenings of National Theatre Live 
films have been so popular since 
the series was launched at the 

Ramolao Makhene Theatre last year. 

The programme of screenings for the first 
semester of this year has been announced as 
following:

Follies 
Stephen Sondheim’s legendary musical is staged 

for the first time at the National Theatre and 
broadcast live to cinemas. New York, 1971. There’s 
a party on the stage of the Weismann Theatre. 
Tomorrow the iconic building will be demolished. 
Thirty years after their final performance, the Follies 
girls gather to have a few drinks, sing a few songs, 
and lie about themselves. Tracie Bennett, Janie 
Dee, and Imelda Staunton play the magnificent 
Follies in this dazzling new production. Featuring a 
cast of 37 and an orchestra of 21, it’s directed by 
Dominic Cooke (The Comedy of Errors). Winner 
of Academy, Tony, Grammy and Olivier awards, 
Sondheim’s previous work includes A Little Night 
Music, Sweeney Todd, and Sunday in the Park with 
George. Please note this broadcast does not have 
an interval. Please note that this performance of 
Follies includes strobe lighting.

Date: Thursday 26 April
Time: 13h00

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
Tennessee Williams’ twentieth century 

masterpiece Cat on a Hot Tin Roof played a strictly 
limited season in London’s West End in 2017. 
Following his smash hit production of A Streetcar 
Named Desire, Benedict Andrews’ ‘thrilling revival’ 
(New York Times) starred Sienna Miller alongside, 
Jack O’Connell and Colm Meaney. On a steamy 
night in Mississippi, a Southern family gather at 
their cotton plantation to celebrate Big Daddy’s 
birthday. The scorching heat is almost as oppressive 
as the lies they tell. Brick and Maggie dance round 
the secrets and sexual tensions that threaten to 
destroy their marriage. With the future of the 
family at stake, which version of the truth is real – 
and which will win out? Please note that the stage 
production has an age guidance of 15 and over. 
Show image photography Charlie Grey; Production 
photography Johan Person.

Date: Friday18 May
Time: 13h00
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LIVE AT THE MARKET 
THEATRE … 

Make reservations for your visits to the Market Theatre so much easier. With 
one glance at the table below you can now see the start and end date for each 

production season. For more details about the productions visit the 
Market Theatre Foundation website www.markettheatre.co.za, 

www.webtickets.co.za or buy your ticket at any Pick ‘n Pay store. 

For block bookings call 
Anthony Ezeoke at 011 832 1641/083 246 4950 or 

Yusrah Bardien at 011 832 1641 (ext 204)

SHOW MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY

The Year of Magical Thinking 
- Barney Simon

9 1

Meet Me at Dawn - Mannie Manim 16 15

Ngale Kwendlu: The Other Side of 
the House - Windybrow Arts Centre

17 - 25

Tswalo - Ramolao Makhene 20 - 25

The Gibson Kente Musical 
- The John Kani

13 - 29

The Train Driver - Mannie Manim 4 3

Nongogo - Windybrow Arts Centre 15 15
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The Year of Magical Thinking

Life changes fast.
Life changes in the instant.
You sit down to dinner and life as you know   

 it ends.

So, begins American writer Joan Didion’s 
memoir of the year following her husband, 
John Gregory Dunne’s, death. The unexpected 
event ended a partnership of 40 years in 
a second, just days after their only child, 
Quintana, had fallen dangerously ill and 
slipped into a coma. 

During Joan’s New York promotion of the 
recently published memoir, Quintana became 
seriously ill again. Following massive brain 
surgery, she died. She was thirty-nine.

Six months after her second tragedy, Joan 
began working on turning her memoir into a 
play. This time she was dealing, not only with 

the loss of her partner, but with the loss of her 
entire immediate family. 

The Year of Magical Thinking is a journey 
through that most universal experience of 
human pain: bereavement. It is frequently 
harrowing, often amusing and an expression of 
the power love must give life meaning.

Performed by Dorothy Ann Gould

Dates
 Friday 9 March –  
 Sunday 1 April 2018 

Time
 Tuesday – Saturday - 20:15
 Sunday - 15:15

Venue 
 Barney Simon
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MEET ME AT DAWN
“Two women wash up on a distant shore 

following a violent boating accident. Dazed by 
their experience, they look for a path home. 
But they discover that this unfamiliar land is not 
what it seems – and that, though they may be 
together, they have never been further apart.

Unflinchingly honest and tenderly lyrical, 
Meet Me at Dawn is a modern fable exploring 
the triumph of everyday love, the mystery of 
grief, and the temptation to become lost in a 
fantasy future that will never be.

Inspired by Orpheus’s desperate reclamation 
of his wife Eurydice from the underworld, Meet 
Me at Dawn is written by the award-winning 
playwright Zinnie Harris…”

Performed by Pamela Nomvete and 
Natasha Sutherland

Dates
 Friday 21 March –  
 Sunday 14 April 2018 

Time
 Tuesday – Saturday - 20:15
 Sunday - 15:15

Venue 
 Mannie Manim
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Ngale Kwendlu: The Other Side 
of the House

For the past three decades, the Windybrow 
has been a home for the arts, theatre and 
emerging voices. The house itself has seen 
historical families, military units and even been 
a nursing home. It’s most memorable role, 
though, has been as an Arts Centre, with many 
of South Africa’s greats having passed through 
its doors.

In the run up to Human Rights Day, the 
new Market Theatre Lab-Windybrow drama 
company is bringing the Windybrow’s 
legacy to life with a site-specific work. The 
play, titled ‘Ngale Kwendlu: The Other Side 
of the House’, will take a trip through the 
heritage house, reviving its history through 
performances, installations and explorations of 
the space.

Dates
 Saturday 17 March –  
 Sunday 25 March 2018 

Time
 Saturday, 17th March: 14:30 and 18:00
 Sunday, 18th March: 14:30 
 Tuesday, 20th March: 11h00 (school’s   

     performance) 
 Wednesday, 21st March: 14:30
 Thursday, 22nd March: 11h00 (Schools   

     performance) 
 Friday, 23 March: 18h00 
 Saturday, 24th March: 14:30 and 18:00
 Sunday, 25th March: 14:30

Venue 
 Windybrow Arts Centre
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Tswalo
From the multi award-winning theatre duo 

comes Tswalo a celebration of the art of solo 
performance a tale told through poetry and 
physical storytelling entwine to interrogate the 
rules that govern life on earth, such as power, 
creation, politics, connection, and intuition 
–the performers’ expression of his ‘source’. 
The work undoubtedly begs the question (or 
theory) of being, becoming and unbecoming.

Tswalo is the winner of the Cape Town 
Fringe Fresh Performer Award and Cape Town 
Fringe Fresh Creative Award for Directing. 
In Tswalo, the performer’s expression of his 
spiritual “source” gives the audiences the 
baton to walk through their own paradigm 
of ontology, the poetry, prose, and physical 
storytelling furnish us with the necessary tools 
into a deep meditation.

Tswalo is written and performed by Billy 
Langa with direction and lighting design by 
Mahlatsi Mokgonyana in collaboration with 
composer and sound designer John Withers.

Dates
 Tuesday 20 March –  
 Sunday 25 March 2018 

Time
 Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
 Sunday - 15:15

Venue 
 Ramolao Makhene
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The Gibson Kente Musical
Where Robert Sobukwe, Mirriam Makeba 

and Nelson Mandela left an indelible mark in 
our imagination, the late Gibson “Bra Gib” 
Kente (1932 – 2004) prevalently referred to as 
the father of township theatre played an equally 
consequential role. Plays like How Long, I Believe 
and Too Late amongst many others spoke to 
the heart of what indigenous South Africans 
experienced under a repressive and foreign 
regime. 

It is from the townships that legends like 
him have influenced the cultural, economic 
and political landscape of South Africa and 
various parts of the globe. Gibson Kente was 
a theatre extraordinaire; he was a director, 
producer, playwright, music composer and 
choreographer of his own plays. Not only was 
he a theatre practitioner but he also contributed 
to the education and training space in South 
Africa. Being the cardinal storyteller illustrating 
black pain, love and aspiration in the time of 
Apartheid, it is with great pleasure to announce 
that he will be commemorated in a musical 

tribute of songs from the plays he produced by 
Soweto Theatre in collaboration with Market 
Theatre. 

Performed by: Billy Langa, Mxolisi and 
Siboniso (Soulphiatown), Gugu Mbongwa, 
Nobantu Baba, Ntsika Fana Ngxanga, 
Thembisile Khumalo, Xoli Bongwana, Paballo 
Sithe.

Dates
 Friday 13 April –  
 Sunday 29 April 2018 

Time
 Tuesday – Saturday - 20:00
 Sunday - 15:00

Venue 
 The John Kani
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Last Week in Pictures 
The Market Theatre Foundation holds a forum discussion 

- Photographer: Siphosihle Mkhwanazi

On 7 March, the Market Theatre Foundation 
held a forum discussion that provoked the 
question “Why isn’t the theatre fraternity taking 
on Zuma in the overt way that other art forms 
are?” 

Some of the fascinating and thought-
provoking responses were: 

• “Do we want to watch a play about 
Zuma?”

• “Does the collaborative nature of theatre 
affect self-censorship more than solo art 
forms?”

• “Are people comfortable with sharing 
their views on Zuma?”

• “Does speaking against Zuma make you 
align with low-key racists?”

• “Is it ‘ageist’ to expect young people to 
pick up the baton?”

• We need to start thinking about what 

draws people to theatre. I came to Theatre 
in the 80’s because I wanted to know and 
now social media gives me that news 
instantly”

• “Where are the young writers? Is it that 
in the process of self-censorship we turn 
away the works that speak to the power?

• “Are we not as part of our healing telling 
stories that we were not allowed to show 
pre-1994?

• “The mistake that was made is that the 
former president used to speak as if he is 
speaking for the entire nation instead of 
just himself”

Join us at the Market Theatre for these and 
other weekly conversations!

The Market Theatre … it’s where the city 
comes alive and where its people come to talk!
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